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Article abstract
Socio-démographie changes recorded in most of the developed nations over the
last thirty years leads us to the realization of two things. First of all, these
changes affect economic structures as much as they do family structures. Then
one is struck by the concomitance of their evolution. This explains why work
and family must no longer be analyzed separately but jointly. Indeed, the
restructuring of categories of practice brought about by these changes makes it
necessary to reconsider the categories of analysis. This is embodied in the
approach centred around the notion of the "family division of work". We are in
fact witnessing a restructuring in social relationships : within the family as
well as within society itself, where new modes of regulation are being put into
place. Whether family, commercial or political, this societal regulation varies
depending on the country and the moment in time in a complex interplay
between institutions.
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